
How does Ecosorb
work?
Keep a container of Ecosorb in any
area where a spill is likely. When a
spill happens, simply apply enough
product to absorb the spill, wait a
few minutes and sweep up the now
absorbed spill. n.b Ecosorb can be
swept up and re-used until 
saturated.

Key Features and 
Benefits of Ecosorb?
Cost effective
Highly absorbent capillary action
Approximately twice the absorbency
of clay materials
Fire retardant (BS476 Part 7 Class 2
1987)
Non-Carcinogenic

Unlike Clay Granules
User friendly - very light to carry and
apply
Does not stick to floor - easy to
sweep up
Soft and dust free - does not mark
painted floors
Can be incinerated - produces only
7% ash
Absorbs immediately on application -
prevents spreading

Spills of oil, coolants, 
refrigerants and 
chemicals can cause 
hazards in the workplace
or in public areas.
Ecosorb is the solution
to those problems.

What is Ecosorb?
Ecosorb is an organic, loose 
absorbent which has been specially
treated to make it fire retardant. It is
absorbent with approximately twice
the absorbency of granules.

Ecosorb is very light to carry and
apply because it is soft and dust
free. It is easy to sweep up and does
not mark painted floors

A fire retardent, organic, loose absorbent for most liquids
Ecosorb
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The IM Group utilizes a process of continuous product improvement for all of our products. While the IM Group strictly adhere to our products specifications, we routinely implement product im-
provements. Therefore, please contact us for our most current product specifications.  The IM Group warrants the quality of this product when used according to directions. Apply products as per
Company Standards. User shall determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not accept liability for more than product replacement.

Trademarks: Metalyte is a trademark of the IM Group. 

Metalyte Riverside Ind. Estate Fazeley, Tamworth Staffordshire B78 3RW

Telephone: 01827 283322  Fax: 01827250143 Metalyte Pipeworks is a wholly owned subsidiary of the IM Group
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